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RECAPTURING THE WONDER IN NATURAL RESOURCES: PERSPECTIVES FROM A COMMUNITY OF LIFELONG LEARNERS

Geoffrey Habron,¹ Rebecca Bernard,² Christina Carra,² Leroy Harvey,² Shawn Mullaly,² Carole Robinson,² and Michael Rodriguez²

¹Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Michigan State University, 13 Natural Resources, East Lansing, MI 48824-1222. Tel.: 517-432-8086; e-mail: habrong@msu.edu
²Liberty Hyde Bailey Scholars Program, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824

ABSTRACT: This session follows up the paper presented in Session FP1 and will be an open session where we can engage in conversation(s) with others about fostering learning journeys that encourage learner engagement with the wonder of the environment and natural resources. Those discussions will occur in small groups based on participants’ stated interests from the publicly available space. (See page 7)